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Every year, more and more competitors are added to the market of companies that write essays

for students, and more and more of these services occupy leading positions in the list of the best

in their field. Today we have found the top five services, according to sites that evaluate the work

of each company. So we decided to check their work too. Well, the Internet says that these are the

top five companies:

 99papers.com - One of the most accessible services for students, which won the hearts

of users.

 essaybox.org - A service that works exceptionally well, the main secret of which is

qualified specialists.

 essays.io - is an essay writing company that provides many examples of essays, research

papers, dissertations, and other academic papers.

 bookwormlab.com - The company's writers specialize in all types of work and offer a

wide range of subjects that students study in college.

 essayfactory.uk - the best and most reliable service in Great Britain.

Let's get to know these companies better by reading the reviews of our experts who have placed

an order on these sites.
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 99papers is a service to hire cheap essay writer

Reviewed by - Paulo Gonzalez

“I was assigned to review the site 99papers.com. To begin with, I want to say that as a student I

have already come across this web service. And I’ll say for sure that these guys have been working

for a long time, though it ’s hard for me to give an exact figure.

I have studied their website in detail. The first thing they focus on is customer safety. Everyone who

orders an essay here is protected by a privacy policy that is publicly available in one of the tabs. It

also has a strict money-back policy.

The quality of the papers here, as it was, remains excellent. I hired an essay writer online and did

not find a single mistake in the essay, which I ordered supposedly three hours before the deadline.

Speed and quality still continue to amaze me in a good way!

What's great is the Rewards Club, a loyalty program for customers to save more money on their

next orders. As I expected, the 99papers cheap essay writer service check was successful.”

Extra perks: Rewards Club loyalty program, short deadlines met

Features: high quality of papers, privacy and refund policy

 EssayBox - professional essay writer service

Reviewed by - Melanie Loop

“Over time, it becomes difficult to choose one single company for complex academic papers,

because there are more and more of them on the market. However, let's take a look at the

essaybox. These guys are verified by several companies, and therefore I was not afraid to be in the

clutches of scammers. So I wrote to customer support.

I had a nice chat with the online support workers, they answered my questions, and I proceeded to

place an order. Since this service is famous for its experts, I immediately chose the ENL writer

function.

I received my essay two days later. I checked it for errors and typos, and also used an online

copywriter's tool to find out if this text is original. The result pleasantly pleased me - 99 percent of

uniqueness. I also really liked some of the turns of speech.

I strongly recommend using essaybox, as they are really professional in their approach to work, so

hire a writer for the essay here.”

Extra perks: you can hire an essay writer for free from those who are online, or entrust it to the

site's algorithms

Features: original academic papers, friendly customer service workers.

Essays.io - custom essay writer service
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Reviewed by - Richard Presley

“One order was enough for me to understand that this site is really good. You know, as it often

happens - good work is always visible immediately. This is the same case!

This site is probably the best at marketing and selling its brand. They also can share the e-book

with you that teaches you how to improve your writing skills.

Prices here are average but still affordable. The guys here work with any deadlines and give clients

only high-quality papers. At least that's how it was for me. In case you don't like your academic

papers, you can request a refund, or use the free revisions service.

There are many examples of different types of academic work here. You can read how local writers

write and make sure that the academic papers here are good - I even checked the margins when I

noticed the differences in different styles of design. Very responsible, I recommend”

Extra perks: a primer on improving writing skills, lots of sample essays, and other academic

papers.

Features: affordable prices, nicely designed website, free revisions.

 BookwormLab - essay writer online

Reviewed by - Jackson Golden

“I liked this service for its professionalism and exceptional attitude towards the client and really

reliable college essay writer. Here I saw that a good reputation and communication with the client

are much more important here than an assembly line of badly done work. It seems that they offer

only the best essay writer for your task.

Here, prices start at $15, which is only available to those students who earn enough money to

afford it. Looking ahead, the quality justifies the price entirely. When checking the essay, I did not

find any errors, and all terms were appropriately included in the text. The topic of the material was

revealed, and all the wishes that I indicated in the order form were met.

The site is designed in very pleasant colors. The interface gave me particular pleasure. I didn't

even have to look for the order button because it's right on the main page of the site. The support

service, respectively, answered me almost the same - I appreciated their politeness.

I was also satisfied with the privacy policy. It says here that no information about you is shared with

third parties, which is also nice when working with any company.”

Extra perks: 24/7 support, Transparent privacy policy

Features: the price corresponds to the quality, a large selection of subjects that students study in

college

 EssayFactory - hire essay writer from UK
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Reviewed by - Gregory Mint

“If you love British English more than American English, as I do, or if your teacher requires you to

use native British words, EssayFactory is truly the best UK service I have ever used.

It's no secret that British people can often be blunt and short-tempered at work, but here the

support team is surprisingly very accommodating.

This service offers many free features that are available to every customer when ordering. The

order form, by the way, is also very convenient and step-by-step. You do not need to enter all the

requirements manually, because there are buttons there.

After I ordered an essay, I waited two days less than indicated when ordering. I started checking

the documents, and I was satisfied. The speed and quality here are definitely at the highest level.

And it is clear that the writers here are clearly educated and skillful. In general, in the UK, this

service is apparently one of the best”

Extra perks: convenient and intuitive order form, top essay writers

Features: polite support service, high speed, and quality of academic papers

Conclusion

That's the whole review of the best services for writing essays and other academic papers. Always

read the reviews of the company you want to order from if you don't want to be scammed. We

recommend these companies because we are convinced of their quality. We wish you wonderful

results in the exam session!
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